In spatial clustering, the scale of spatial data is usually very large. Spatial 
Introduction
Spatial clustering is an important task in spatial data mining. It is widely used in many research fields, such as neuroanatomy analysis [1] , satellite remote sensing image analysis [2] , and so on. Clustering algorithms divide the data into different clusters by the principle: the data in the same cluster have a high similarity, but the data in different clusters have a great difference.
Traditional clustering algorithms can be classified into two main categories: hierarchical algorithm and partitional algorithm, such as K-means [3] , PAM and AGNES [4] . But the spatial data has its own features and traditional clustering methods are not competent for their requirement. So, more and more new clustering algorithms have been proposed in recent researches. CLARANS [5] is based on random search; it can handle large-scale spatial data, and is not sensitive to the order of inputting data, but can only cluster a simple shape, not concave or nested shapes. DBSCAN [6] is a clustering algorithm based on density; it partitions regions with a highly enough density to clusters, and can find any shaped clusters with noise. STING [7] is a grid-based multi-resolution clustering technology, it partitions regions into rectangular space unit, because of the clustering processing is independent of querying, it is efficient. DBCLASD [8] is a density based spatial clustering of applications with noise; comparing with CLARANS, it can find any shaped clusters with high quality; comparing with DBSCAN, it does not need input parameters. Therefore, its efficiency is between CLARANS and DBSCAN. WaveCluster [9] is a multi-resolution algorithm; it collects data through a multi-dimensional grid structure in data space, and then uses wavelet transform to look for dense regions. CLIQUE [10] is an algorithm of combining density-based and gird-based methods; it is very effective for large-scale and high-dimensional spatial database CONQUEST. BIRCH [11] is a comprehensive hierarchical clustering method; it describes clusters with cluster features and cluster feature tree. SOM [12] is a typical presentation of artificial neural networks. FCM [4] is a fuzzy clustering method.
Clustering is very important in large-scale spatial data pre-processing, but some clustering algorithms' calculation, such as DBSCAN, often cost a lot of time, hence it can not meet the requirements in real-time occasions. Some algorithms have approximate linear time complexity, such as K-means, CLARANS, etc., but it can not effective for complicated shaped clusters. To enhance the performance of clustering, there are more and more new algorithms come out. In this paper, the spatial clustering algorithm based on hierarchical-partition tree (SCAHIPAT) is proposed; and it aims at improving algorithm's calculation efficiency and being able to deal with any shaped clusters, high-dimensional data and noise data. It has a strong potential being widely used for real-world data applications
SCAHIPAT: Spatial Clustering Algorithm Based on Hierarchical-Partition Tree
The proposed algorithm in this paper is based on simple arithmetical calculation by singledimensional distance and set calculation by set-indices. Its ideas come from grid clustering, hierarchical clustering and density clustering. That is, we partition spatial data into subsets in each dimension, and then clustering will be limited to single-dimensional calculation. Considering this, SCAHIPAT only needs to scan the original spatial data with linear single-dimensional calculation, does not need to compute the multidimensional distance such as Euclidean distance, does not need to search data in whole data space, and does not need to have iterative or recursive call. Therefore, SCAHIPAT efficiency is very high.
Definitions and symbols
Here, we regard each data point as a point P in the m-dimensional data space R m . The dataset D is a set of m-dimensional points 1 2 { , , , }
, and N is the number of data points. Definition 1. data point: In the m-dimensional space R m , data point P is defined in (1); P i means the i th -dimensional component value of data point P.
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In the m-dimensional space R m , subset S is defined in (2), {P 1, ..., P n } means data points set, and {params} means the feature parameters of subset S.
There are two data-points P a and P b , single-dimensional distance is one arithmetical distance of m dimensions; the i th -dimensional distance between P a and P b is defined in (3). In addition, the i th -dimensional distance threshold is regarded as dist_th i , the dimensional distance threshold set is regarded as dist_th. ( )
Definition 4. set-indices:
In the subset S, data point P has m indices in every dimension; the i th -dimensional index of P is defined in (4). Set-indices are the set of all dimensional indices and defined in (5).
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Definition 5. set-borders:
In the subset S, the i th -dimensional set-border is data points' i th -dimensional minimal value and maximal value. Assume subset S has n group's indices, the i th -dimensional minimal set-border with j index is defined in (6) , and the i th -dimensional maximal set-border with j index is defined in (7). Setborders are the set of all dimensional borders and defined in (8) .
( ) 
The number of data points in a subset is named set-density and regarded as den(S). In addition, the set-density threshold is regarded as den_th.
Definition 7. sets-distance: There are two sorted subsets S a and S b with j index, the i th -dimensional sets-distance is the minimal single-dimensional distance between S a and S b , and defined in (9) . ( )
idcs idcs idcs idcs Spatial data and features need to be stored, and at the same time we need to search adjacent regions. So, we need a data structure and spatial indexing technology. In this paper, we propose a new spatial indexing technology named hierarchical-partition tree (h-p tree).
There are a lot of indexing technology for the traditional data, such as hash table , Cell method [13] for the multi-dimensional object indexing, B-tree [14] and Grid-files [15] , and so on. However, these methods are inefficient and even ineffective for spatial data. The hash table searches on a limited range; Cell border must be given in Cell method; B-tree considers external memory, but only for the point objects; Grid-files process point data by mapping them to higher-dimensional space. It is clear that the traditional indexing technology can not be effective for spatial data. At present, researchers have put forward some high-efficient indexing technology, such as Quad-tree [16] for two-dimensional space, k-d-tree [17] , R-tree [18] , R+-tree [19] , R*-tree [20] , SS-tree [21] for vector objects, Vp-tree [22] , Mwap-Vp-tree, M-Vp-tree and M-tree [23] for grid objects.
In this paper, we learn from Quad-tree, k-d-tree, etc., hierarchical-partition tree is proposed. In this tree, we partition spatial data into many subsets hierarchy by hierarchy (dimension by dimension). We partition spatial data in every dimension by set-indices defined in Definition 4. In Fig. 1 , we show a two-dimensional hierarchical-partition tree. Subsets in each dimension have the same indices, so data points in the same highest-dimensional subset have similarity features and belong to the same cluster. The data structure of subset S is defined in (11) . We construct hierarchical-partition tree hierarchy by hierarchy (dimension by dimension). Through single-dimensional distance calculation and set calculation of set-indices, we can judge whether to merge subsets or not.
Algorithm description
The SCAHIPAT algorithm is elaborated in this section. Input. Except original spatial dataset D, SCAHIPAT algorithm has other two input parameters: one is single-dimensional distance threshold set (the threshold can be different in different dimension), another is set-density threshold. Distance threshold set needs to be selected by feature of clusters distance and data points distance in the same cluster, generally, it should be less than the minimal setsdistance between clusters, and greater than the maximal data points distance in the same clusters. Density threshold is related to average number of data points in clusters, and the existence of isolated data points [24] . Output. Clusters C. Main steps of algorithm.
Step 1: construct hierarchical-partition tree. Assume data points have m dimensions; we need to repeat scanning data points m times. In the i th -dimension, we scan all of data points in their parent set, and then partition them into subsets by the i th -dimensional index which is computed by (4), after data points' partition completed, subsets are sorted by index.
Step 2: calculate features of subsets. Set-indices are finished in step 1, set-borders are computed by (6), (7), and (8), and set-density is counted.
Step 3: merge the highest dimensional subsets. We choose two m th -dimensional subsets with same index, if the sets-distance is less than the m th -dimensional distance threshold, they will be merged. In the process, we observe the following rules:
Two m th dimension to 1 st dimension. In the i th -dimension, we choose two adjacent subsets S a and S b , if they are neighbors which is computed by (10), just like step 3, we judge weather sets-distance is less than the i th -dimensional distance threshold, result is true, we merge the subsets, otherwise, reserve them.
Step 5: mark noise or isolated data. If set-density is less than density threshold, i.e. 0 < den(S) ≤ den_th, data points in subset S recorded as noise.
Complexity analysis
SCAHIPAT algorithm scans the original data points in each dimension, doesn't need to compute Euclidean distance between two data points, all calculations are simple arithmetical computing by single-dimensional distance and set computing by set-indices. Assume m-dimensional spatial dataset D has n data points, and the number of clusters is d. The i th -dimensional subsets partition time complexity is O(n), and clustering time complexity is about O(d). SCAHIPAT algorithm needs to scan data points m times, without time-consuming to search the adjacent space. So, algorithm complexity is about O(m*n)+O(m*d), usually, d << n, therefore, the algorithm time complexity is approximate to O(m*n). In Table 2 , comparing SCAHIPAT with several kinds of typical clustering algorithms, we can get a conclusion that the proposed algorithm in this paper has the highest efficiency; it is an approximate linear algorithm, Figs. 2 and 3 have proved it. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between data number and time elapsed by SCAHIPAT in seconds, the testing dataset is two-dimensional spatial data points with 5 clusters. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between dimension number and time elapsed by SCAHIPAT in seconds, the testing dataset is 6000 spatial data points with 15 clusters. 
Experiment and results
We evaluate the SCAHIPAT algorithm using both synthetic and real-world datasets. We first test the proposed algorithm on synthetic datasets came from The Fuzzy Clustering and Data Analysis Toolbox [25] , and complicated shaped datasets generated by ourselves. Then, we investigate a realworld datasets came from radar data. For each dataset, we show the clustering results and compare with some typical algorithms such as K-means, hierarchy, and DBSCAN. The first synthetic datasets are generated by The Fuzzy Clustering and Data Analysis Toolbox, they are two-dimensional datasets include 400 data points with 4 clusters. In Fig. 4 , we set input parameters (distance threshold = [10 10]; density threshold = 2), and the results show SCAHIPAT can work well. The second synthetic datasets are also generated by The Fuzzy Clustering and Data Analysis Toolbox, they are three-dimensional datasets include 300 data points with 3 clusters. In Fig. 5 , we set input parameters (distance threshold = [50 50 50]; density threshold = 5), the results show SCAHIPAT can work well to high dimensional datasets. In Fig. 7 , we compare the time elapsed in seconds by different algorithms. From simulation results, we found that SCAHIPAT and K-means have higher efficiency, but K-means can not work with complicated shaped dataset, so, SCAHIPAT is a usefully efficient algorithm. In this section, we applied SCAHIPAT on the real-world dataset collected from the airport scene surveillance radar whose aim is to track targets such as airplanes, cars, etc. The airport scene surveillance radar has high data rate and huge echo data, and it needs to complete data fusing, target tracking, data storing and data displaying quickly. The original radar dataset has a lot of data points with noises, some data points come form the same target and we need to fuse these data points; at the same time, we must remove the noise as much as possible. Usually, we need to complete above tasks in approximate 1~2 seconds, when data amount is large, DBSCAN can not complete the task in a short time, so, it needs a highly efficient algorithm to implement data fusing. In addition, the true targets are uncertain and some targets have complicated shape, so, K-means and Hierarchy can not work.
Synthetic data

Real-world data
In Fig. 8 , there are about 2500 data points with a lot of noises, (a) Before clustering include about 2500 data points with noise (uncertain number of true targets); (b) approx. 50 clustering results marked by different colors, and input parameters (distance threshold = [12 12 ]; density threshold = 10), remove noise clusters (number of data points greater than density threshold). In Fig. 9 , clustering results show local radar data. The clustering results show SCAHIPAT can work well. Table 3 shows SCAHIPAT algorithm efficiency is better than DBSCAN. 
Conclusion
By the theoretical analysis and experimental tests shown above, SCAHIPAT has the ability to handle datasets with complicated shaped clusters, high-dimensional data and large amount of noise data. By comparison, our algorithm is more efficient. Moreover, the SCAHIPAT algorithm has a good potential for real-world applications such as radar data fusing. But, SCAHIPAT is sensitive to input parameters; different parameters have a great influence on the clustering results. Therefore, selecting the appropriate parameters needs to analysis the features of datasets. In the future, we will improve the algorithm performance by adaptive input parameters, parallel computing and more efficient spatial indexing technology etc. For future applications, we plan to apply our algorithm in geo-spatial data processing and agriculture data mining etc.
